March 1, 2021

Dear Senator:

The 138 undersigned consumer, civil rights, community, housing, labor, small business, and other public interest groups write to express our strong support for the nomination of Federal Trade Commissioner Rohit Chopra as the next Director of the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (CFPB or Bureau).

Commissioner Chopra is exactly the type of leader we need to serve as the next CFPB director. His commitment to consumer protection, effectiveness at using the tools of government to serve the public interest, and willingness to challenge powerful corporate interests when necessary are exactly what the Bureau needs to fulfill its crucial consumer protection mission. He is dedicated to ensuring a fair and equitable financial marketplace for all consumers and will restore the CFPB’s efforts to address racial inequities and fair lending violations. Commissioner Chopra will lead the Bureau in looking beyond fair lending to identify and root out unlawful conduct that disproportionately impacts communities of color and other vulnerable populations.

The CFPB is the only financial regulator whose primary focus is protecting consumers. It has an incredibly important job that includes stopping financial rip-offs, fighting discrimination, ending predatory lending, halting debt collection abuses, and holding companies accountable when they break the law and harm customers. The CFPB’s role is particularly critical during this time as many consumers experience acute economic distress because of the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic, which is leaving millions of families unable to pay for basic needs. Commissioner Chopra will be effective at marshalling all of the Bureau’s tools to help families survive and rebuild.

Commissioner Chopra’s experience makes him particularly well-suited to lead the CFPB. In his role as the CFPB’s student loan ombudsman, he shined a spotlight on the problems faced by student loan borrowers and worked to address concerns, promote transparency and increase accountability. Under his leadership as ombudsman, the CFPB cracked down on unscrupulous lenders and abusive student loan servicing practices and obtained millions of dollars in refunds for borrowers harmed by loan servicers, debt collectors, and predatory for-profit schools. He amplified the need for more refinance and modification options in the private student loan market, which led to lower interest rates and extended repayment plans becoming available at several private student lenders, including Wells Fargo, the second-largest private student lender
by origination volume. As the Special Adviser to the Secretary of Education, he continued to work on improving student loan servicing, reducing defaults, and strengthening enforcement in the student lending space.

At the Federal Trade Commission (FTC), Commissioner Chopra has continued to stand up for consumers and promote a fair marketplace through vigorous enforcement that protects families and honest businesses from those that break the law. He has pushed for tough remedies against lawbreaking companies, especially repeat offenders. Commissioner Chopra has worked to reverse the FTC’s reliance on no-money, no-fault settlements, insisting that corporations that repeatedly violate the law should face consequences for the harm they cause. He led the FTC’s work in taking on the problem of merchant cash advances, and pushed the FTC to take on auto lending, debt collection and credit reporting abuses. During his tenure, the FTC brought its first case charging an auto dealer for illegal racial discrimination under the Equal Credit Opportunity Act, which resulted in a $1.5 million judgment and the establishment of a fair lending program at the dealership.

A CFPB recommitted to its mission can make a huge difference in the lives of families across the country. We are confident in Commissioner Chopra’s ability to lead the Bureau’s work to end practices that trap people in debt, amplify racial inequality, and exploit people’s financial vulnerability. We believe that Commissioner Chopra’s extensive consumer protection record, government experience, and commitment to civil rights and racial justice make him well-suited to lead the CFPB. We strongly urge you to support his prompt confirmation.
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